
 

Appendix 
to CBSC Decision 99/00-0672 

WTN re Sunday Night Sex Show 

 

I. The Complaint 

The following complaint dated July 4, 2000 was sent to the CBSC via the CBSC’s web site 
template: 

I feel that 8:00 in the evening is too early for a show which displays sex toys, vibrators, advice about sex 
lubricants, diagrams of sexual positions and homosexual sex acts. I do not object to the show only the hour at 
which we get it here. The solution is for WTN to show it later in their single feed broadcast so as not to offend 
west coast viewers. They refuse to do this until they are granted a second satellite feed which may or may not 
happen in one to two years. In which time, my community’s standards are defined by another community, a 
central Canadian community. Last year, community pressure in Manitoba forced them to move the show back 
an hour but that still does us little good out here in B.C. Wonderful World of Disney, The Simpsons and 
Touched by an Angel are all on at the same time as this woman graphically discusses just about every sexual 
act available. It is morally wrong for this show to air so early in the evening when children could be watching 
unsupervised. The watershed Act should be amended to allow for sexually graphic and explicit shows as well 
as violent ones. 

II. Broadcaster Response  

The broadcaster responded to the complainant's letter on July 31, 2000 with the following: 

Truly one of the most significant issues that face each and every one of us, is how to control the tremendous 
amount of electronic media that bombards us everyday. Over the past few years there has been an 
unprecedented influx of information into our homes, offices and even our automobiles. And there is still more to 
come. The growth of the cable television industry has impacted not only the individual but industry members as 
well. Some analyst have said that the speed with which technology is advancing far outweighs our ability as 
people to manage it. 

As a member of this dynamic industry WTN - Women’s Television Network not only faces the challenge of 
delivering entertaining, informative and relevant product to the women of Canada, but we must be competitive 
in this ever changing marketplace. Programming to 53% of the population is as exciting as it sounds. Our 
audience is as diverse as the population at large with interests that pan the realm of possibility. In meeting this 
challenge WTN has reached out to our audience in a quest to understand what it is they want. Their response 
has been frank, honest and unguarded and we have listened. WTN broadcasts programs that offer different 
points of view and balanced coverage on a wide range of topics. As a network, we make it clear to our viewers 
when a program has mature subject matter. In the case of the Sunday Night Sex Show each episode carries 
this advisory, "This program contains sexually explicit dialogue. Viewer discretion is advised." WTN stands by 
the content of this program and believes that the information conveyed is extremely important, particularly 
within today’s potentially dangerous sexual environment. The content is driven by the viewing audience, 
allowing those watching to express their concerns and ask their questions in a safe, non-judgmental domain. 

We recognize that in this hectic environment it is not possible to control every minute of everyday, let alone 
supervise and monitor the whirlwind lives of our families. In response to this need, the cable industry has 



developed and makes available a wide range of consumer products to assist us in managing those things most 
important to the way we choose to live our lives. These products simply remove the opportunity and offer a 
sense of security in limiting what our children can access. Your cable carrier is equipped with information on 
these products or if you wish, WTN will forward you extensive product information. 

Thank you for your letter. The concerns you have raised have been documented and will be part of our ongoing 
programming and network decisions. 

III. Additional Correspondence 

On August 3, 2000, the complainant responded to the broadcaster’s letter with the following: 

I received your letter dated July 31 today. In it you failed to answer the only questions I posed in my original 
letter. I can’t understand how you could fail to see that they were the reason I was writing to you. I know you 
partially explained yourself to me on the phone but I require your response in writing so that you don’t sue me if 
you see your name in any media stories. So here they are again: 

1. Why do you think Sunday Night Sex Show should air at 8:00 pm PDT? 

2. Do you consider this an appropriate time? If so, why? 

3. Does WTN consider certain time slots inappropriate for Sunday Night Sex Show? If so, what is the earliest in 
the evening you would show SNSS in the timezone it originates in? 

My MP was disgusted enough at your company taking advertising dollars over concern for community 
standards that he passed my original complaint and Vancouver Sun letter on to Heritage Minister Sheila 
Copps. A dozen other people here I have talked to also think your show airs too early. 

Do you want WTN to be the focal point of a national debate about the loophole in the Violence Act? Are you 
prepared to go on national tv and tell BC parents that 8:00 is an appropriate time? They will see that you are 
hiding behind a poorly written law. I would be amazed at anyone who could attempt to defend this time slot. 

My hope is that you will join those of us who want to close the loophole in the Violence Act which allows one 
region to set the standards of another region. I don’t think you read my letter carefully because you spent your 
reply defending the need for SNSS. 

I don’t object to the show, just the time slot. You clearly dodged those questions. If you want to use a loophole 
(that might yet be closed) to set my community’s standards from afar, you could at least have the decency to 
justify yourself. It is called corporate accountability. 

I await your response to my original questions posed July 6. Thank you again for your time. 

On August 8, 2000, the complainant requested that the CBSC refer the matter for 
adjudication. 

  

 


